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Packages at a 
glance



• Experience a modern and integrated S&OP process with your supply chain
• System provided by concircle + 10 days consulting
• Remote or on-site
• Digital and interactive workshops
• Delivery time: 6 weeks

S&OP Best 
Practice

•Create a conversion concept for your APO replacement
• IBP & S/4HANA Readiness Check
•Value-Add-Analysis
•Remote or on-site
•Digital and interactive workshops
•Delivery time: 4 weeks

Safe Passage 
Analysis

Overview of the offers



S&OP Best Practice



1. Learn the best practice S&OP process with your Supply Chain

2. Get a clear picture of the possibilities of SAP IBP

3. Create a realistic implementation concept

4. Align the best practice process with your requirements to verify pitfalls even before starting 
the implementation project

Goals – S&OP Best Practice 



1. Two-day Workshop (on-site or remote)
1. Define scope for S&OP process
2. Understand individual challenges and define scenarios

2. Setup of S&OP process based on individual master and transactional data
1. Demand Planning
2. Demand Review
3. Supply Planning
4. Supply Review
5. Reconciliation Review & Management Review

3. Presentation of S&OP process and scenarios (2h)
4. Training (each 2h)

1. For IT
2. For Business User

5. Presentation of a possible implementation concept and project plan (2h)

Service content – Management Summary



1. Customer-specific enhancements to the best-practice process
2. Live integration into your systems
3. Custom developments
4. S&OP Process Consulting

Out of Scope



Workshop
(2 days) 

W0

Customizing and preparation
(3 weeks)

W1 W5

Presentation
PoC

Trainings

Presentation
concept and 
project plan

W6

Timeline- S&OP Best Practice

Preparations
(1 week)

W2



Safe Passage Analysis



1. Create a conversion concept for your APO replacement

2. Get a clear picture of the possibilities of SAP IBP

3. Identify the greatest benefits of a modern planning system and their financial impact

4. Avoid unexpected pitfalls by identifying gaps to current processes before starting
implementation

Goals – Safe Passage Analysis



1. Two-day workshop (on-site or remote)
1. Introduction to current planning processes
2. Current challenges and expectations of the new solution

2. In-depth look at each relevant APO process (2-4h per process)
1. APO DP
2. APO SNP
3. APO PP/DS
4. APO gATP

3. Fit-gap analysis
4. Presentation of the target process, project plan and effort estimation (3h)

Service content – Management Summary 



Workshop

W0

Deep Dive and Fit-gap analysis

W1 W3

Presentation
concept and 
project plan

W4

Timeline - Safe Passage Analysis



For more information

Email: office@concircle.com

Website: www.concircle.com
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